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Abstract
All languages, natural and programming, have rules and styles in how to write. These rules and styles mainly aim to make sure that anyone, who understand a language, can understand what the sentence say. In other words, the aim of rules and styles in a language is to
deliver an information to reader, and the reader must get the right information. The literature review shows a lack of studies focusing on
the code writing standards measurement processes. In this paper, we proposed a framework that can be applied on any programming
language, using any standard of that language.
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1. Introduction
Ferris has introduced a definition of software measurement [1] as
“Measurement is an empirical process, using an instrument, effecting a rigorous and objective mapping of an observable into a category in a model of the observable that meaningfully distinguishes
the manifestation from other possible and distinguishable manifestations”. This definition allows us to identify such objects according to defined rules. In software development, measurements are
performed by using metrics, which are experimental designations
of a value to an object aiming to characterize a definite quality of
this object.
The goal of software measurement is to supply useful information
not just data. Many organizations have recognized the need to
improve their software development processes and to make their
technical departments more cost effective. However, without sufficient information to indicate the problems areas they spend considerable amounts of money on new case tools, development techniques and hardware and software technologies without confirmed
evidence that they will address the problems. Measurement provides the information for management to make informed decisions
on managing IT resources [2, 3].
Moreover, the quality of code writing has the smallest share of the
software measurement studies, where is few studies that discuss it
as will be seen in section 2. In section 3, the proposed framework
is explained, and is evaluated in section 4. Future work and conclusions are in section 5.
pages.

2. Related work
Measures are usually used to assess the quality of a product or a
system. In Software development cycle, measures help in better
understanding then improve the model that has been used in continuous basis. Moreover, Measurement helps in estimation, quality
control, productivity assessment and project control throughout a

software project, leading to strategic decision-making as project
proceeds.
Regarding to [4] the software metrics can be classified into four
types:
1.
Based on process and product: where these metrics are
measuring the software product in any stage of its development
process. Such as requirement [5, 6], design [7], validation and
verification [8-10].
2.
Based on the metrics conditions on results, where this
kind of metrics is focused on the objectives and subjective of the
software metrics. In these metrics, the software objectives are
quite clear to be identified and measured, however, the subjective
are still not clear to be identified and can be different from one
quality assurance team to another [11-13].
3.
Based on computation, where the metrics can be categorized based on computation as “primitive metrics or computed
metrics” [14]. And “Primitive software metrics” are those that can
be directly observed. “Computed software metrics” are those that
cannot be directly observed but are computed in some manner
from other software metrics like in [15-17].
4.
Metrics based on software development, the software
development metrics can be classified based on software development model as Procedural Metrics (PM) [18, 19], ObjectOriented Metrics (OOM) [20, 21], and Web Metrics (WM), is to
defined the success of a website [22].
In addition, there are different software metrics that not mentioned
above, such as the security metrics, performance metrics, and
many other metrics that can be found in [23].
In the previous work, the researchers focused on reliability, dependability, security, project management factors to measure the
software quality. On the other side, only few researchers and companies are use program language standards to measure the software quality.
Abdallah [24, 25] used MISRA C standards [26] are used to
measure the programs that written in C language. Program Clause
slicing [24, 27] was used to analyse the code and check it against
the standards. LDRA [28] and FlexeLint [29] has measured pro-
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grams using the MISRA C language standards in addition to their
own Standards.
ATHENA [30] is a software tool oriented towards the measurement of software quality characteristics. Measurement is based on
the syntax and semantic (graph-based) analysis of programs.
The Consortium for IT Software Quality (CISQ) has introduced
standards that are now “acquisition-ready” for managing system
“utilities” such as security, reliability, performance efficiency, and
maintainability – from system source code. In October 2017,
CISQ also introduced a new OMG standard for measuring technical debt, which is a useful metric in the IT modernization and
security discussion [31].

3. The proposed quality framework
All Based on the related works that presented above, there are
very few measurements techniques that are focused on the language syntax as a quality factor. In addition, most of the them are
using the language standards as a testing method rather than a
quality measurement.
In this research, a new process of quality measurement has been
introduced based on the programming language standards.
In the proposed model, shown in fig. 1, the piece of code in any
programming language, which will be measured, and the standards
of the same programming language, which will be used to measure the code, are the two inputs of the proposed measurement
model.
After finish reading the code, the model calculates the percentage
of satisfied number of rules as in the equation (number of satisfied
rules/ (number of satisfied rules + number of violated rules)). Also,
for each line that violate a rule, address the violated rules with a
suggestion how to improve the code line. At the end of model, a
report will be printed that shows the satisfaction percentage, number of violated rules, and a suggestion to improve the code to get
higher satisfaction percentage.

4. Evaluation
The proposed framework is measuring the program quality depending on the why it was written, by measuring how many
standard rules has followed. The proposed framework is applicable to any programming language and any standards for that language. For example; a program written in Java can be measured
against Java language standards such as Google Standards, SUN
standards …etc. The proposed framework also can be used to
measure the full program or any piece of the code where it does
not need to be compiled to be measured. However, in the proposed
framework if a code has a syntax error makes it fail to debug but
written in a nice way following the language standards, it can get a
high satisfaction degree. Therefore, it is recommended to add a
condition to the model that the program must be debugged and run
successfully.
Another issue that the proposed framework does not address is the
weight of satisfied or violated rules. Not all code has the same
effect on the rest of the program. There is some piece of codes has
a large effect on the program, which means that the applied rules
on that piece of code has higher effect and importance than another piece of code that affect nothing but itself. Thus, there must be
a way to weight applied rules.
LDRA TBmisra [32], was used to evaluate the program written in
C programming language against MISRA C rules. TBmisra uses
all the MISRA C rules to measure the code correctness. Even
TBmisra shows which rules have been violated; it does not show
which of the rules were applied and which were not. It also does
not show the percentage of rules satisfaction. Furthermore, the
results from TBmisra did not show the effect of these violations
on the rest of the program, same as the proposed framework.
Therefore, all rules in the LDRA evaluation have the same weight,
and the results do not identify the rule that has a major or minor
bad effect on program robustness.

Fig. 1.: The proposed quality measurement framework

FlexeLint [29], is another tool measuring the code using programming language standards. It measures programs written in C
using MISRA C rules according to their interpretation. FlexeLint
is similar to LDRA TBmisra, where both of them did not show
which rules were applied or satisfied and only showed the ones
that were violated. FlexeLint only applies static analysis on the
assessment since they applied only a static rule to evaluate the
program robustness.
For Java programs, there are several measurement tools [33], or to
be precise they are analysis tool. PMD is a static Java source code
analyser. It uses rule-sets to define when a piece of source is invalid. PMD includes a set of built-in rules and supports the ability to
write custom rules. Typically, issues reported by PMD are not true
errors, but rather inefficient code, i.e. the application could still
function properly even if they were not corrected.

5. Conclusion
Software Measurement is quality attributes that the software product or process should have. It is important since it reduce the efforts and cost of maintenance and evolution. In this research, a
framework model is proposed to measure the programs syntax
code using the program syntax standards. The framework is programming language independent and all standards of the programming language can be used to measure the code quality.
In this model, code is analyzed and measured against the selected
standards. As a result, the code will be giving a mark presents the
standards rules satisfaction as percentage. In the future work, the
model going to be fully automatic and the standards rules should
be weighted. So, the measurement will be depending in the weight
not only on the number of satisfied or violated rules.
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